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Case ５ Tsuiki Copperware
In the late Edo era (1603–1868), traveling artisans from Sendai brought 
techniques with them, which developed into Tsubame-Tsuiki copperware, 
the city’s trademark craft.
Plates of copper are annealed, then forged, using various hammers to 
flatten them out or shape them. Artisans take advantage of the 
exceptional malleability of copper, hammering it to form the desired shape. 
Tsubame-Tsuiki copperware is officially certified as a Traditional Craft 
Product.

These guinomi sake cups 
have a subdued elegance 
that goes perfectly with the 
flavor of aged sake. 
A delicious way to emphasize 
the depth of its flavor.
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Tinware for Sake
These items are made from tin, using various traditional hammering 
techniques. Because tin is an extraordinarily soft metal, these items 
use thick tin to ensure their solidity.
Tin is slightly lighter than copper, but the thick walls on these items 
give them a satisfying heft that feels comfortable in the hand.

Case ６

Tinware is said to be especially 
good for serving sake:enjoy the 
distinctively smooth feel of a tin 
cup on your lips. 
When used to serve chilled sake, 
tin provides a particularly strong 
sense of the coldness drink of the 
inside.
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Serving sake in items made of tin 
provides a pleasant cooling feel. 
When serving sake warmed, a tin 
chirori pitcher is less heat-
conductive than silver or copper, 
allowing the sake to be warmed 
more slowly, bringing out the lovely 
mellow flavor of Yahikoaikoku
junmai ginjo sake.
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